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For over fifty years, D&AD has been synonymous with outstanding 
craft and creative brilliance. Today, those values and standards  
are upheld, with our iconic Pencils coveted the world over as the 
ultimate creative accolade.

Our 250 senior awarded creative jurors assemble a pyramid of 
excellence during judging, where Wood and Graphite Pencils are 
considerable and prestigious achievements in their own right; while 
Yellow and the rare Black are the most coveted creative awards in  
the advertising and design industries. There are no quotas to be  
filled; only standards to be upheld. Pencils mean something.

While over the years our categories have evolved to recognise 
creative excellence in digital design and advertising, some of the  
most impactful pieces of marketing are still the ones that are  
physical and lasting. Ideas that you can pore over, hold in your  
hands and revisit, time and time again. In an increasingly digital  
world, physical experiences are increasingly highly valued. With a 
piece of mail, you get to touch it, feel it, examine it, see a better 
quality image, smell the paper. All this is evocative and none of  
it can be achieved by pixels.

With this in mind, we turn our attention to the Direct Mail  
category. This booklet includes the very best D&AD award winning 
Direct Mail. Dive in to be inspired by the most innovative campaigns  
to ever pass through a letterbox. So read on for Pencil-winning 
insights, inspiration and, with the D&AD Professional Awards 2017 
now open, all the information you need to help you prepare your 
entries. We look forward to seeing your innovative work entered 
because, when it comes to awards, nothing matters more.

Tim Lindsay
CEO
D&AD
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Introduction

dandad.org/enter

32 percent

Direct Mail that Stands Out
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mail isn’t just rational,
people experience higher 
emotional intensity with 
mail than email or TV

Mail 

touches people

of mail gets passed 
around the household

23 percent

92 percent

of respondents who  
felt something as a 
result of receiving mail, 
did something

more effective at  
long-term memory 
encoding than email

say that receiving 
mail makes them 
feel more valued

57 percent

only 17 percent
said this of email

Mail makes your 

message stronger

more effective at  
long-term memory 
encoding than TV

72 percent

of adults keep some 
mail that companies 
have sent to them in 
the last four weeks

80 percent

average time mail  
stays in the home

Seventeen days

Here are some key 
findings from research by 
Royal Mail MarketReach 
that help demonstrate 
the impact of mail in the 
digital age.
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Helping advertisers achieve better returns on their 
investment in mail is part of our DNA. Creativity has been 
proven time and again to lead to better results so we’re 
delighted to continue our partnership with D&AD. 

Together, we want to inspire you with some examples  
of great mail from around the world and challenge ourselves 
here in the UK to keep innovating and honing our craft skills.

We believe mail offers creatives an unparalleled 
opportunity to work with a medium that is personal and 
customisable to an individual and can stimulate all five 
senses. Better still, it remains in the home for an average of 
at least 17 days and is revisited by recipients over six times. 

We have a team of mail experts with a range of different 
skills who work with clients and their agencies to help  
them get more from mail. If you are a mail user or just mail  
curious, why not give us a call on 0800 032 1018 or go to  
www.mailmen.co.uk. We’re here to help. 

I hope you enjoy reviewing some of our favourite pieces  
of direct mail and will be inspired to enter some of your  
own work in the Direct category of this year’s awards.

Jonathan Harman 
Managing Director
Royal Mail MarketReach



The more digital our lives become 
the more we want a balance

In this day and age, you have to be 
much more subtle. Although the idea 
still stands that as an advertiser, 
you have to be one of two things: 
interesting or useful. And if you can 
be both, well, that’s even better.  
Some of the most impactful pieces  
of marketing these days are the  
ones that are physical and keepable. 
That’s what stands out, simply 
because so much is digital.

The importance of interactivity

We’re going to see more innovation 
that ticks both boxes, innovations 
such as the Nike + FuelBand, which 
was developed with the help of 
creative agency R/GA. It had obvious 
utility and the communication around 
it was compelling. It launched in 2012 
and, already, the technology seems  
a bit outdated, but that just 
suggests to me that our appetite 
for interactivity is insatiable. In the 
future, I think technology will develop 
so that an element of interactivity will 
be woven into almost everything that 
creative agencies do. I wouldn’t be 
surprised if that even applies to the 
kind of advertising and marketing that 
we get through the letterbox.

With mail you get to touch, feel, see 
the quality and smell. That is evocative,  
and it can’t be achieved by pixels

To an extent, that’s already 
happening, with some leading the 
way, taking a future vision in the 
present. Take, for instance, Saatchi 
& Saatchi. They did a direct mail 
campaign for an eye care provider 
called OPSM. It was a children’s 
bedtime storybook called Penny the 
Pirate (which was also available as 
an app) that allowed parents to read 
along with their children and use a 
series of fun tests to screen them 
for eye conditions. The results could 
be entered online and, if necessary, 
an appointment could be booked 
straightaway.

Another trend beginning to 
take shape, and sure to become 
commonplace, is for people to want 
to engage with brands that have a 
purpose beyond profit. When the 
growth, profit and sustainability 
agendas all intersect, it can be a 
powerful thing. The rise of digital 
and social media means that we are 
becoming more socially conscious 
– we are privy to things happening 
around the world that we might not 
have been before – and I think that  
as a result there will be more demand 
for other companies to follow suit.

When I started out in advertising, 
there were just a handful of ways of 
connecting with people – only five 
or six media channels. But today, 
there are so many more. That’s exciting, 
because there are more opportunities.  
But that also creates challenges,  
because people have become so  
used to filtering out information that  
they don’t want.

The Little Book of 
Photoshoppe Trickery
Steve Bland is ‘The Great 
Blandini’, Photoshop 
wizard and creative 
retoucher extraordinaire. 
This promotional booklet 
was created to show off 
his skills and knowledge, 
appeal to his industry  
and reflect his sense of 
fun and humour.

A thirst for real experience 
means there will always be 
a role for mail

Tim Lindsay Direct Mail that Stands Out
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Edible Mailer
This mailer for pest control 
company Boecker was 
distributed to buildings in 
the UAE known to be pest 
hotspots. The integrated 
business card was 
printed with an edible ink 
attractive to cockroaches 
that, once eaten away, 
reveals a call to action.

Data and creativity

Data, too, has had a major impact. 
It has taken on an influential and 
sometimes contentious role in  
modern creative agencies. I was at 
an event in New York recently and 
someone asked me if I thought big 
data drives creativity. I think my  
answer might have disappointed them, 
but I had to say that I don’t think it 
does. Often it’s used ineffectively. 

No one wants to be chased around  
the internet by that pair of chinos  
they didn’t buy from GAP. And the 
industry has a big problem with  
fraud. Often brands pay for eyeballs, 
but that’s really measured in clicks. 
And sometimes those clicks are  
being generated by a bot, rather  
than a human being. The upshot  
is that people care about that type  
of advertising less. And, as a  
result, brands will pay less for it. 

Some of the most impactful pieces of 
marketing these days are the ones that 
are physical and keepable

So I don’t believe that the rise of 
digital and big data means that it’s  
the end for other forms of advertising. 
It just means that their role will  
have to change. 

The mail’s role might not be about 
mass circulation, but it will certainly 
have a role. One of the reasons it will, 
is because in an increasingly digital 
life, people want real experiences.  
Did TV kill cinema? Did cinema 
kill radio? One of the reasons that 
festivals and live music are so popular 
now is that people have realised that 
they don’t want to experience music 
just on Spotify.

I see it as part of a broader 
tendency for people in the 21st 
century to be drawn towards 
experiences that offer multi-sensory 
stimulation. The more digital our lives 
become, the more we want a balance. 
That’s where mail scores – but like 
anything, it has to be good. Done well, 
direct mail is a wonderful thing.

With a piece of print or mail, you  
get to touch it, feel it, see a better 
quality image, smell the paper. All  
that stuff is evocative, and none of  
it can be achieved by pixels.

Tim Lindsay has spent thirty-six years in advertising with 
BBH, Y&R London, Lowe Howard-Spink/Lowe Lintas/ 
Lowe Worldwide, Publicis UK and TBWA\UK and Ireland.  
Tim became CEO of D&AD in 2011.

A thirst for real experience 

means there will always be 

a role for mail

Direct Mail that Stands Out
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On the face of it, UK direct mail  
is in decline: volume has fallen 
steadily since 2004, though direct 
mail’s share of all mail has held  
up. Direct mail volumes fell around 
30% from 2004 to 2015, but only  
by 3% from 2012 to 2015 – far less 
than we expected. So perhaps the 
decline in direct mail use is the  
result of a general falling from  
fashion of mail, rather than a 
reflection of its effectiveness in the 
digital era. This decline in usage is 
mirrored almost precisely amongst 
all IPA case studies over the period. 
But, revealingly, usage amongst 
IPA effectiveness prize-winners has 
generally been higher and more 
stable in recent years. 

Measure interactions  
between channels

Marketers should stop evaluating 
mail in isolation and start looking 
at the multiplier effects of mail in 
conjunction with other channels. 
Controlled tests are a good way to 
do this, and when test grids are well 
designed, the results can be startling.
An award-winning IPA paper by Arla 
Foods to incentivise milk consumers 
to try long lasting Cravendale Milk is  

a good example. Regional tests 
showed that direct mail and TV 
advertising both increased sales 
significantly when used in isolation, 
but the combined effect when  
they were used together was more 
than doubled. 

Look beyond the short-term

When looking at the effectiveness  
of mail attention needs to focus  
on the longer-term effects of mail. 
People not only keep, but also 
remember mail far longer than many 
of us realise. And when mail does 
have brand-building effects, we can 
expect those to play out over the 
longer term. Traditional evaluation 
purely in terms of short-term 
responses is no longer appropriate.

The IPA Salvation Army case study 
demonstrates the advantages of 
evaluating mail econometrically  
over the medium to long term.  
The Salvation Army wanted to grow 
donor recruitment and donations.  
A traditional short-term evaluation 
would have suggested they cut their 
budget and shift much of what was 
left online. Instead, they increased 
spend and balanced digital with  
TV and mail. By planning the  

The Mail Helmet
Smart used a flat-pack 
mailer to introduce its new 
ebike to cyclists. Made 
from recycled cardboard, 
the packaging can be 
re-assembled into a unique 
ecological bike helmet.

The Future 
of Direct Mail

Les Binet & Peter Field Direct Mail that Stands Out
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Insights into how the digital 
age impacts on mail integrating 
effectiveness, measurement and 
planning. Everything you thought 
about mail, may not be true. Find  
out what Peter Field and Les Binet 
think about how mail is planned  
and measured in the digital age.



channels together across five  
years, The Salvation Army was able  
to maximise the role each media 
played in the marketing mix. The  
result was a much stronger, long-term 
growth in income.

Mail is not just an activation channel

Mail has a broader range  
of effects than most marketers  
think, and the way people respond  
to mail is changing. A neuroscience 
study by Neuro-Insight shows  
that typical direct mail provokes  
a powerful positive emotional  
response in recipients with 
commensurately impressive  
long-term memory encoding.

Look beyond conventional  
response metrics

Linear attribution methods have  
always been flawed; in the case of 
mail, they are becoming increasingly 
useless. These days, people rarely 
respond to mail by sending back a 
coupon or ringing a dedicated phone 
line – the natural response is to go 
online. Trying to track responses  
via dedicated URLs doesn’t help  
much, since people rarely use them. 

Including promotional codes within a 
mailing can yield some information 
about response rates, but tends to 
steer clients back towards mail’s 
traditional role as a direct response 
medium. So if marketers are to 
exploit the full potential of mail in a 
digital world, they need to measure 
its indirect effects. They need to look 
at how mail affects response rates 
in other channels, particularly the 
way mail gets people searching for 
brands online, but also how it affects 
behaviour in the retail environment. 

A Planner by trade, Les Binet has worked on accounts for 
AXA, Barclays, Diageo, Heinz, John Lewis, Nestlé, Phillips, 
Unilever, Virgin, and Volkswagen. Since 2001, he has 
served on the IPA’s Value of Creativity Group, helping to 
promote effectiveness and evaluation.

For almost two decades Peter Field has pursued 
consultancy and training roles in marketing effectiveness. 
In 2010 he authored The Link between Creativity and 
Effectiveness, which brings together the IPA Databank  
and the Gunn Report database of creativity to provide the 
most robust assessment yet of the value of creativity.

The Peri–Thread Book
To promote uptake of 
merchandising and 
clothing amongst Nando’s 
franchisees, this unique 
book makes creative 
use of a bespoke thread 
coloured with the brand’s 
signature Peri-Peri spice. 

The Future of Direct Mail
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Pantone Queen
A Pantone colour guide 
celebrating the Queen’s 
60-year reign through 60 
of her iconic single colour 
outfits, matching the 
exact Pantone reference, 
location and date they 
were worn.



Case Study

Vangardist Magazine
The HIV+ Issue

A magazine printed in 
infected blood was used  
to break the stigma  
around HIV.

infected copies printed

Three

thousand

non-infected  
copies printed

15,000

55 million

people saw media 
exposure of the 
campaign

Seven million

social media 
interactions around 
the campaign

HIV remains the 6th biggest cause of death in  
the world, yet for many, the issue has dropped  
off the agenda. 

Austrian men’s magazine Vangardist enlisted 
the help of Saatchi & Saatchi Switzerland where 
a plan was devised to produce a magazine using 
HIV infected blood. Saatchi & Saatchi found that 
the conversation around HIV had diminished in 
recent years, but a stigma around it remained. 

They asked a select group of people to donate 
blood for the ink, and to become the story also. 
The magazine was published inside a plastic 
casing, which challenged people to ‘break the 
seal, break the stigma’. The magazine was initially 
distributed to subscribers in Germany, Switzerland 
and Austria. But requests for copies soon poured 
in from around the world.

‘Many people wrote us letters about how 
grateful they were that we made the magazine.’ 
Explains Julian Wiehl, founder of Vangardist, 
‘They had conversations with their partners, in 
gay and heterosexual communities, over would 
you or wouldn’t you touch the magazine. In 
this discussion they found out about their own 
thoughts about HIV. They found out something 
about themselves. They found out they had never 
talked about this important topic.’

Awarded a Yellow  
Pencil in the Direct Mail 
category and Wood 
Pencils in the Use of 
PR and Creative Use 
of Media categories at 
the D&AD Professional 
Awards 2016.
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Inspired by great explorers and classic adventure 
stories, Impact BBDO produced a field guide with 
the highest quality production values that would 
help drivers establish an instant rapport with any 
potentially hostile tribes they might encounter 
during their travels.

The guide included a tear-out and use gift to 
present as a token of good will to tribal leaders. 
For example, the Yaohnanen tribe from the island 
of Tanna in Vanuatu were chosen for inclusion. 
The tribe believe that Prince Philip Duke of 
Edinburgh is a descendant of one of Tanna’s 
spiritual ancestors and because of this revere  
him as a god so the accompanying gift was a  
life-size poster of the prince.

The end result, The Tribal Rapport Field  
Guide, is a 115 page leather book with Japanese 
binding. Presented as a book to ‘turn hostile 
encounters into warm receptions’, it clearly 
establishes the brand’s off-roading capabilities 
while helping G-Class drivers make friends on all 
their adventures. The book is now displayed as  
a prized possession in Mercedes showrooms.

Case Study

15

Awarded a Wood  
Pencil in the Direct  
Mail category at the 
D&AD Professional 
Awards 2016.

One hundred

100 more copies  
were produced based  
on demand

Mercedes-Benz
The Tribal Rapport Field Guide

Mercedes-Benz wanted to 
promote their most expensive 
SUV to an affluent audience  
by highlighting the adventures  
to be had in the car.

Fifty

50 initial copies were 
produced for prospective 
customers in Dubai

1514 dandad.org/enter



BNZ set out to launch a tailored payments 
option which allow customers to make small 
and manageable increases to their mortgage 
repayments.

Every year millions of dollar bills are  
rendered useless, shredded and taken out  
of circulation. BNZ knew mail was critical to  
giving their customer a wake-up call on all the 
money a mortgage holder wastes. The creative 
idea was to have home owners open their 
letterboxes and find a lot of useless money  
just sitting there. The answer was to replicate  
a stack of $1,000 freshly wrapped notes  
using shredded notes.

Key challenges were to get the Reserve  
Bank to agree to let BNZ use shredded notes  
and then finding a way to contain the shreds.  
The cash was packed in clear packaging to  
be visible and hold its shape and the official  
bank strap was replicated to look like a real  
wad of notes. The wad arrived with a letter 
directing people to an 0800 number or to the 
bank in order to stop wasting cash on home  
loan interest.

people mailed

Thirty

thousand

13 percent

increase in telephone 
inquiries with callers 
referencing campaign 
language

11%

increase in brand 
preference ratings  
for BNZ

$600 million

rise in mortgage lending 
for BNZ during this 
period

SOLD

Case Study

Bank of New Zealand
$HRED

BNZ encouraged New 
Zealand home-owners to  
think more carefully about 
their mortgage choices. 

Awarded a Wood  
Pencil in the Direct  
Mail category at the  
D&AD Professional 
Awards 2015.

Direct Mail that Stands Out
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Eye problems are one of the most common 
children’s long-term health issues in Australia  
and New Zealand. Even with free testing, 25% 
of children were never tested. Eye care provider 
OPSM wanted to create an alternative to  
visiting the optometrist.

Saatchi & Saatchi Sydney and OPSM  
created a direct mail campaign that doubles  
as a storybook and a certified medical device. 
The story ‘Penny the Pirate’ enables parents  
to screen their child’s vision as they read them  
a bedtime story. It was sent to parents in  
remote areas, far from testing facilities. 

A series of simple screening exercises  
are woven into the adventure and, by entering 
children’s results online, parents can determine  
if there’s a vision issue and, if necessary,  
book an appointment immediately. 

The book is also available as a free, 
downloadable app. After two years, it is still  
being used and is available for purchase.

500,000

children screened

89%

increase in eye test 
bookings for children

increase in kids  
eyewear packages

188%

health app in the 
Apple App Store 
during launch

#1

Case Study

OPSM
A children’s story that’s 
also an eye test

Saatchi & Saatchi Sydney 
help parents keep an eye on 
their children’s vision with 
this door drop and example 
of purposeful publishing.

Awarded a Graphite Pencil 
in the Direct Integrated 
Campaigns category and  
a Wood Pencil in the 
Direct Mail category at  
the D&AD Professional 
Awards 2015.

Direct Mail that Stands Out
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bespoke pairs of  
jeans were mailed

Twenty-five

One hundred

percent

RSVP’d YES after  
they received the  
mail piece

Mustang, the German jeans brand, wanted its  
top contacts to attend their Annual Dinner for 
Friends hosted during the ‘Bread and Butter’ 
trade and fashion show in Berlin. They needed an 
invitation that was memorable but also conveyed 
the benefits of their brand.

The studio Kolle Rebbe decided to flaunt 
Mustang’s greatest asset – their jeans. They 
created an invitation which was made using a 
single pair of jeans but when folded created a 
unique ten page book. Stitched illustrations told 
the brand’s story. Each pair was also individually 
customised with their name, a stitched portrait, 
and the jeans were made in the recipient’s size.  
To get to the jeans, you simply had to cut a string  
of leather binding holding the book together and 
the jeans unfolded.

All who were mailed the invitation accepted  
and most of them wore the personalised jeans  
on the night. The book became a collector’s  
item and the company received requests for  
more. Bloggers had a great time telling the story  
in the fashion world, gaining Mustang valuable  
PR coverage. 

Case Study

Mustang Jeans
Wearable Invitation

100% effectiveness for a 
bespoke pair of jeans that 
doubles as a brand book.

Awarded a Wood Pencil 
in the Art Direction for 
Direct category at the 
D&AD Professional 
Awards 2015.
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How to Enter

When entering work to D&AD,  
make sure it was:

•  Commercially released  
between 1 January 2016  
and 18 March 2017

•  Produced in response to a 
genuine brief from a client

•  Made available to the  
public through legal media

•  Approved and paid for by  
the client

If the work was released for  
the first time before 1 January 
2016 it’s eligible only under  
one of these two conditions:

•  The majority of the work  
(only applies to campaign 
entries) was launched  
between 1 January 2016  
and 18 March 2017

•  The work has been changed 
or updated and relaunched 
representing a significant 
creative development  
between 1 January 2016  
and 18 March 2017

If work was done pro-bono 
for a charity:

•  The charity must have a 
contractual relationship  
with the entrant agency

•  The charity must have  
approved the work to run

•  We might ask for confirmation 
from the media owner if  
the media / airtime was  
provided pro-bono

For more information on  
eligibility and pricing visit  
www.dandad.org/enter

D&AD Professional Awards 
2017 are open for entry.  
To enter your work, visit 
www.dandad.org/enter  
and follow the simple steps.

What can be entered?

2322 dandad.org/enter

Sausage Party
German-style restaurant 
WVRST used t-shirts 
packaged as sausages  
to invite guests to their 
opening night.

Hope Soap
A see-through bar of 
soap with a toy inside 
distributed in areas of 
South Africa affected by 
preventable disease.

Textbook Burger/Shoe
These die-cut mailers 
encouraged students to 
cash in old textbooks  
for the essential things  
in student life.



Judges will consider three criteria.  
In order of importance, the work must be:

• an original and inspiring idea
• well executed
• relevant to its context

In addition to our standard criteria,
work entered into the Creativity for Good 
category must demonstrate the power to 
affect real and positive change in the  
world through creative thinking.

In craft categories, like Editing or Illustration, 
work is judged first on the strength of the 
craft, then on how it contributes to the 
success of the idea.

For the full list of categories visit  
www.dandad.org/enter

Judging criteria

How to Enter

Key dates

Entry deadline

15 February 2017

Physical delivery

deadline

1 March 2017

Judging

22–25 April 2017

D&AD Festival

25–27 April 2017

Awards ceremony

27 April 2017

24 dandad.org/enter 25

Chunky Mailer
Recipients of this Kit Kat 
mailer were directed to 
collect a free bar from  
their local shop as it was 
‘too chunky’ to fit through  
a standard letterbox.

Suffocation
This Cosmopolitan magazine 
cover used commonplace 
protective packaging to 
support the campaign 
against honour-based 
violence.

Printed by Somerset
Somerset Graphics reversed 
people’s expectations of 
print and online platforms  
by mailing out a print version 
of their website.

D&AD Professional Awards 
2017 are open for entry.  
To enter your work, visit 
www.dandad.org/enter  
and follow the simple steps.



The Pencils

10
WDP

The Wood Pencil

20
G R P

The Graphite Pencil

100
B L K

The Black Pencil

(formerly In Book)
Our equivilent to a bronze award.  
The best in advertising and 
design from the year, worthy of 
a place in the D&AD Annual.

(formerly Nomination)
Our equivilent to a silver award.  
Stand-out work, beautifully 
executed with an original and 
inspring idea at its core.

50
Y L W

The Yellow Pencil

The iconic D&AD Yellow  
Pencil, awarded only to  
the most outstanding  
work that achieves true  
creative excellence.

The ultimate creative accolade,  
reserved for work that is  
groundbreaking in its field.  
Only a handful of Black Pencils  
are awarded each year (if any).

Winning a Pencil remains the pinnacle  
of many careers and the work it celebrates 
inspires others to study, debate, copy and 
reference its excellence as the industry’s 
finest and most historic treasures.

Direct Mail that Stands Out
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Get in touch

Email: awards@dandad.org
Phone: +44 (0)20 7840 1111

There are lots of ways to be part  
of D&AD on and off-line:

Twitter

@DandAD
#DandAD

YouTube

/dandad

Facebook

/DandADuk

LinkedIn

D&AD

Pinterest

/dandad

Instagram

@D_and_AD

28

How to Contact D&AD

Our knowledgeable staff will be 
happy to talk you through the best 
categories for you, how to enter  
or just to clear up any questions.

How to Contact Royal Mail MarketReach

Calendar

2017

15 February
Entry deadline

1 March 
Extended deadline  
(20% surcharge applies) 
Deadline for physical 
materials

22-25 April
Judging

25-27 April
D&AD Festival

27 April
Awards Ceremony

Want to improve the performance  
of your award winning campaigns?  
Use our new online toolkit to better 
understand how your target audience 
interacts with mail. Try it for free at:  
www.mailmen.co.uk/toolkit

Royal Mail MarketReach has a dedicated team of media 
specialists, planning professionals and data experts 
who work with brands and their agencies to boost mail 
performance within the wider media ecosystem. 

These professionals have full access to our proprietary 
research, media planning tools, case studies and more. 
They can help with an audit of your current mail use, 
an exploration of new opportunities including advice on 
postage incentive schemes, help with data cleansing, 
segmentation, analysis and targeting or simply by 
supplying relevant case studies to inspire you.

And because we are confident in the commercial value 
that mail generates for brands, we don’t charge for 
these services. So whether you just want an initial chat 
with a mail expert who knows your industry or you want 
to arrange a full day’s mail workshop with your team,  
call us on 0800 032 1018. We’re ready to help. 

Contact us to find out what  
we can do you for you. 

Get in touch

Twitter

@MarketReachUK

LinkedIn

Royal Mail MarketReach

Phone

0800 032 1018

Website

www.mailmen.co.uk 

About us

dandad.org/enter

Write to us

D&AD
Opus House
58-66 Cheshire Street
London E2 6EH

Write to us

MarketReach Freepost
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